Transform the way teams work
To compete in a digital economy, today’s leaders must give their teams the right skills and tools to succeed. Made
for a mobile, global workforce, Google Cloud’s collaboration and productivity solutions, highly secure devices, and
browser help teams stay connected, collaborate effectively, and spend more time doing work that matters.

Seamless collaboration

Related Products

G Suite is Google’s cloud-native productivity suite. It includes
popular tools like Gmail, Drive for file management, Calendar for
scheduling and time management, Docs for file sharing and real-time
collaboration, and Hangouts for a seamless meeting experience.
You can connect and work from anywhere, on any device, using our
powerful mobile apps — your work is stored in the cloud, so it’s always
there when you need it.
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Built-in intelligence

•

Gmail

G Suite uses the power of Google Search and machine learning
to help you focus on what matters. Spend less time scheduling
meetings or sorting through email: G Suite intelligently surfaces
content, recommends meeting times and email responses, and helps
eliminate repetitive work.

•

Hangouts Meet

•

Vault

Enterprise controls, enterprise security
The customer – not Google – owns their data. Google does not sell
your data to third parties, there is no advertising in G Suite, and we
never collect or use data from G Suite services for any advertising
purposes. Our products meet stringent privacy and security standards
based on industry best practices, and regularly undergo independent
verification of security, privacy, and compliance controls. In addition
to strong contractual commitments regarding data ownership, data
use, security, transparency, and accountability, G Suite streamlines
authentication, asset protection, and operational control through a
comprehensive dashboard for admins. Android, Chrome Browser, and
Chrome OS extend G Suite’s built-in intelligence and granular controls
to highly secure, connected devices and platforms that streamline
mobile device management and identity and access control.

Learn More
• GSuite
gsuite.google.com
• Chrome
enterprise.google.com/chrome
• Enterprise
android.com/enterprise
• Security
gsuite.google.com/security

is a simple solution in many ways, but the features are actually very sophisticated, enabling
“ [Gus Suite]
to surround our business processes with the right tools to connect people.
”
Mike Heim, CIO of Whirlpool Corporation
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